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In high-speed railway operations, a trip sequence plan is made once the timetable is determined, and 
serves as a reference in the subsequent operations of train units scheduling. In light of the maintenance 
requirements of train units and periodicity characteristics of trip sequences, we introduce a trip sequence 
graph to describe the train units’ movement and coupling/splitting in a railway network. Based on the 
trip sequence graph, two integer linear programming models are then formulated, namely a path-based 
model and an arc-based model. Integrated with the characteristics of the trip sequence graph, a cus- 
tomized branch-and-price algorithm is developed to solve the path-based model. The two models are 
applied to the high-speed railway network in eastern China, and through numerical experiments, the 
effectiveness and applicability of the models are discussed. 
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
Due to the system complexity, the methods of multi-stage plan-
ing are widely applied in railway systems, and a typical exam-
le is the scheduling of train units in a high-speed railway net-
ork. The process of train units scheduling relates to line plan-
ing, train timetabling, trip sequence planning and train unit as-
ignment planning. The former three belong to the tactical level,
he horizons of which are several months or years, while the last
ne, which is usually a weekly plan, belongs to the operational
evel. 
Considering network condition and passenger demand, line
lanning determines the origin and destination stations, the route
nd the stop plan of a trip. Besides, the type of train unit car-
ying out the trip is also determined in line planning. The out-
ut of line planning is the input of train timetabling , which gives
he specific departure and arrival times at each station of all trips.
ext is trip sequence planning , which is also referred to as train
nit routing. A trip sequence consists of a series of trips satisfying
ome restrictions, such as shunting, coupling/splitting and main-
enance. Instead of a trip, a trip sequence is the smallest task for
rain units. In the stage of trip sequence planning, a trip sequence This manuscript was processed by Associate Editor Salazar-Gonzalez. 
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train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 lan is made, which determines a series of trip sequences to cover
ll trips. In train unit assignment planning , the trip sequence plan
erves as a reference. Specifically, based on a given trip sequence
lan and the maintenance state of the train units in the beginning
f a week, a train unit assignment plan assigns individual train
nits to trip sequences on each day of the week or arranges some
rain units to undergo maintenances on certain days of the week. 
Given a timetable, trip sequence planning and train unit assign-
ent planning together determine the movement of train units
n a high-speed railway network, including carrying out trips and
ndergoing maintenances. A main reason that trip sequence plan-
ing and train unit assignment planning are separated is due to
he complex maintenance regulations. For example, in China, there
re five levels of maintenance, two short-term and three long-
erm ones. A train unit must undergo maintenance of a certain
evel before the accumulative travel distance or elapsed time since
he last maintenance of this level exceeds a predetermined value,
hichever comes first. The duration of maintenances of differ-
nt levels and the locations where they can be executed differ.
ince level I maintenance is executed every day or every two days,
hen making a trip sequence plan, restrictions of level I mainte-
ance are taken into account. That is, the total travel distance and
lapsed time of a trip sequence are respectively less than the max-
mum travel distance and elapsed time between two level I main-
enances, and the origin and destination of a trip sequence must
e the same station where level I maintenance is performed. As ach-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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r  result, it is convenient to use trip sequences instead of trips as the
smallest unit in scheduling train units when taking into account
different levels of maintenance. 
A good trip sequence plan means that the train units assigned
to the trip sequences can be fully used before level I maintenance.
The more the train units are used, the lower operation cost is. In
this paper, the operation cost of a trip sequence plan includes the
cost of train units, the cost of level I maintenance and the travel
cost. We aim to find a trip sequence plan which leads to the mini-
mal operation cost. Note that in different countries, the regulations
on high-speed railway management and train unit maintenance
vary. We propose the trip sequence models on the background of
the Chinese high-speed railway, the length of which occupies more
than two thirds of the total length of the high-speed railway in
the world. In other countries with similar maintenance regulations,
such as Japan and Korea, similar models can be constructed. 
In order to express the movement and coupling/splitting of
high-speed train units, we develop a trip sequence graph in this
paper. This graph differs from other graph-based models in the lit-
erature on train unit scheduling or aircraft routing problems, since
they either ignored the difference of shunting times between dif-
ferent platforms, or were not able to express coupling/splitting
times. In a busy high-speed railway network, in which the train
units circulate rapidly, shunting times and coupling/splitting times
significantly affect the construction of a trip sequence. In the trip
sequence graph proposed in this paper, shunting times and cou-
pling/splitting times are be explicitly considered. 
Based on the trip sequence graph, two ILP models, namely a
path-based model and an arc-based model, are formulated for the
trip sequence planning problem. If the problem is of medium size,
the arc-based model can be solved to optimality by an ILP solver
within acceptable time. If the problem is of large size, only the
path-based model can be used and a customized branch-and-price
algorithm is proposed to solve the model. We propose an efficient
branching strategy, which is motivated by the rule of branch-on-
follow-ons, to generate left and right child nodes. In order to effi-
ciently solve the pricing problems, a bi-directional label setting al-
gorithm is developed. We also introduce some methods to generate
the initial column subset at the non-root nodes in the branch-and-
bound tree, which significantly speed up the column generation
algorithm. 
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views the related research on trip sequence planning problem.
In Section 3 , we give a detailed introduction of the train units
movement in a high-speed railway network. In Section 4 , we pro-
pose a trip sequence graph to express the movement and cou-
pling/splitting of train units. In Section 5 , we construct a path-
based model on the trip sequence graph for the trip sequence
planning problem, and a customized branch-and-price algorithm is
developed to solve the path-based model. In Section 6 , we formu-
late an alternative model, namely an arc-based model. In Section 7 ,
we apply these two models to eight cases from the Chinese high-
speed railway network, and the effectiveness and applicability of
the models are discussed. In Section 8 , we draw some conclusions
and outline directions for further research. 
2. Related work 
The trip sequence planning problem is a special problem of
train unit scheduling problem. In the past 20 years, different mod-
els for scheduling train units from different perspectives have been
proposed. To our best knowledge, Schrijver [29] was one of the ear-
liest researchers paying attention to train units scheduling prob-
lems. Schrijver [29] aimed to minimize the number of train units
of different types for periodic trips on a line in the Netherlands,
under the requirement that the passengers’ seat demand must bePlease cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 atisfied. In the paper, an integer linear programming model based
n a time-space graph was constructed, without considering main-
enance requirements. The framework of this model, namely an ILP
odel on a directed graph, has been widely used in most subse-
uent research on train units scheduling problems. From then on,
esearches on train unit scheduling problem can be divided into
wo categories. 
In the first category, the researchers focus on the allocation
nd composition of train units on each trip, under the condition
hat the predecessor and successor trips of each trip are given
n advance. Abbink et al. [1] presented an integer programming
odel to allocate train units to different trips, which minimized
he seat shortages during the morning peak hours. The model was
olved by CPLEX directly, and tested on several scenarios based
n the 20 01–20 02 timetable of NS Reizigers. Alfieri et al. [2] fo-
used on optimizing the numbers of train units of different types
ogether with their efficient circulation on a railway corridor. The
un)coupling of train units was taken into account, which largely
ncreased the complexity of the problem. A solution approach
ased on an integer multi-commodity flow model was proposed,
nd applied to a real-life case of NS Reizigers. Peeters and Kroon
26] described a model to determine an optimal daily allocation
nd composition of train units on a railway corridor of the Nether-
ands, in which the solution was evaluated based on service qual-
ty, robustness and circulation cost. The changes in train composi-
ion at origin and destination stations were taken into account, and
 branch-and-price algorithm was developed to solve the model,
hich outperformed the method of solving an integer program-
ing model directly by commercial solvers in a e real-life case
tudy in the Netherlands. Fioole et al. [15] extended the model
n [26] to a railway line with branches. A complex mixed inte-
er linear programming model was constructed, and was solved by
PLEX. Taking the maintenance rules of NS Reizigers in the Nether-
ands as background, Maróti and Kroon [23,24] proposed two mod-
ls, namely the transit model and the interchange model, to de-
cribe the schedule of the train units that require maintenance in
he forthcoming one to three days. Given a set of generated dis-
uption scenarios, Cacchiani et al. [7] proposed a two-stage opti-
ization model to obtain a train units circulation plan with high
obustness. The model was solved heuristically using Benders De-
omposition, and tested on the data of the railways in the Nether-
ands. 
In the second category, trips are not pre-sequenced in advance,
nd the researchers pay more attention on how to connect the
rips and generate proper routings for the train units. Although
oupling and splitting are also considered in the second category,
hey only happen at the origin or destination station of a trip,
hile in the first category, coupling and splitting are allowed also
n some intermediate stations of a trip. Note that the trip sequence
lanning problem belongs to this category, and a trip sequence is
ctually a routing of train units. In the following paragraph, we re-
iew some representative literature in this category of train unit
cheduling problem. 
Based on the maintenance rules of the Korean high-speed rail-
ay, Hong et al. [17] described the trip sequence planning prob-
em without coupling or splitting as an Eulerian walk and solved
he problem in a two-stage heuristic approach. In the heuristic
pproach, a solution with relaxed maintenance requirements was
rst obtained by a min-cost flow algorithm, and then a heuristic
as employed to modify the solution to meet the maintenance re-
uirements. Considering a coupling upper bound of two units, Cac-
hiani et al. [6] formulated a path-based models for the train unit
cheduling problem. They proposed a heuristic based on column
eneration to minimize the number of train units used. In their
xtended model, maintenance constraints were considered, which
equired that all train units must undergo at least one mainte-ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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t  ance during a weekly schedule.Cacchiani et al. [9] described the
rain unit scheduling problem as a multi-commodity flow model,
he objective of which was to minimize the number of train units
eeded. A heuristic based on the Lagrangian relaxation of a natu-
al formulation of the problem was developed to solve the model,
hich turned out to be much faster in practice and still provide
olutions of good quality. For the same problem as in [6,9] , Cac-
hiani et al. [10] proposed a heuristic algorithm based on the op-
imal solution of the restricted problem associated with a peak
eriod. The experiments on real-world instances showed that the
ew algorithm was able to find optimal or near-optimal solutions,
nd outperformed the previous algorithms both in solution qual-
ty and computation time. Lin and Kwan [20] formulated an inte-
er multi-commodity flow model for train unit scheduling prob-
em, which aimed at determining an assignment plan such that
ll trips in the timetable of one day were appropriately covered.
ome requirements in UK railway network were considered in the
odel, such as train unit type compatibility relations and loca-
ions banned for coupling/decoupling. They proposed a customized
ranch-and-price algorithm with multiple branching rules to solve
he model. Borndörfer et al. [5] constructed a mixed-integer pro-
ramming model based on a hyper-graph for train units schedul-
ng, which considered several requirements, such as train compo-
ition, maintenance constraints, infrastructure capacities, and regu-
arity aspects. An arc-based model was formulated, and a heuristic
ased column generation and local search was developed to solve
he model. 
The specific conditions and operations of Chinese high-speed
ailway, such as maintenance requirements, periodicity require-
ents and coupling/splitting restrictions, make the trip sequence
lanning problem largely different from existing models on train
nit scheduling problem. In [17] , the authors did not consider cou-
ling or splitting. In [6,9,20] , the operation times of coupling and
plitting are ignored in the underly networks and models. The trip
equence graph introduced in the paper explicitly takes the oper-
tion times of coupling and splitting into account, which makes it
ifferent from existing underlying graphs. Besides, in the trip se-
uence planning problem, the routing of train units is a cycle with
 span of one or two days, which cannot be guaranteed by the
odel in [20] or [5] . In [20] , only one-day trip sequences were
onsidered, and the model did not ensure that a train unit returns
o its base for maintenance after carrying out a trip sequence. The
atter problem also existed in [5] , which was formulated based on
rcs. 
Besides train units, some literature focused on dealing with the
fficient circulation of locomotives. Ziarati et al. [32] proposed an
nteger linear programming model for the problem of assigning lo-
omotives to trains. The model was solved by a branch-and-cut
pproach, and was tested on the actual data from the Canadian
ational railway company. Cordeau et al. [12] described a decom-
osition method for the simultaneous assignment of locomotives
nd cars for passenger trips. In a subsequent paper, Cordeau et al.
13] extended their model by adding the maintenance requirement
f locomotives. Lingaya et al. [21] focused on the problem of as-
igning cars to scheduled trains for VIA Rail, Canada, in which typ-
cal constraints such as maintenance requirements and minimum
onnection times of individual cars were taken into account. The
roblem was solved heuristically by a branch-and-bound method,
n which the linear relaxations were solved by a column genera-
ion algorithm. 
The trip sequence planning problem in high-speed railway is
imilar to the problem of aircraft maintenance routing in American
irlines. The aircraft maintenance routing problem does not assign
ndividual aircrafts to flights explicitly, but identifies a generic air-
raft routing, which serves as a reference for the subsequent op-
rations of aircraft rotation. Barnhart et al. [4] proposed a string-Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 ased model for aircraft fleeting and maintenance routing prob-
em, which was solved by a branch-and-price algorithm. Note that
 string is a sequence of flights, which is similar to a trip sequence
n this paper. Liang et al. [18] presented a new compact network
epresentation of the aircraft maintenance routing problem, based
n which a new mixed-integer linear programming model was
ormulated. Since the size of the model was polynomial in the-
ry and relatively small even for the large real-life test cases, the
odel was solved by CPLEX in a short time. Other examples in-
lude [8,16,19,25] . Since coupling or splitting does not exist in air-
raft maintenance routing problems, these models cannot be used
n trip sequence planning problems. However, some methods pro-
osed in the research on aircraft maintenance routing problem can
e be used for reference. 
In very recent, some researchers integrated train unit schedul-
ng or aircraft routing with other related optimization problems.
alazar-González [28] proposed an integrated model involving fleet
ssignment, aircraft routing and crew paring problems in a sin-
le day. The integrated model was heuristically decomposed into
 series of small models, which were tracked by general-purpose
olvers. Wang et al. [31] integrated train unit scheduling prob-
em and train scheduling problem on an urban rail line, and a
ulti-objective mixed integer nonlinear programming model was
roposed, which were solved by three approaches. Similar prob-
em was study in [22] , and a heuristic algorithm based on La-
rangian relaxation was proposed to solve the problem. Cacchi-
ni and Salazar-González [11] integrated flight retiming, fleet as-
ignment, aircraft routing and crew pairing, which led to a com-
lex mixed integer linear programming model. Four heuristic algo-
ithms, based on column generation, were proposed and compared.
önissen et al. [30] proposed a two-stage stochastic programming
odel and a two-stage robust optimization model to integrate
aintenance facility location problem and train unit scheduling
roblem under uncertain conditions. In the first stage, they consid-
red the maintenance facility location problem, and in the second
tage, they considered train unit scheduling problem. 
. Background and problem description 
In this section, the detailed background requirements on the
ovement of train units in the Chinese high speed railway is pre-
ented. 
.1. Train unit and maintenances 
In the Chinese high-speed railway, a train unit is composed of
 or 16 self-propelled carriages. Two train units with 8 carriages
an be coupled to carry out a trip (see Fig. 1 ), while train units
ith 16 carriages cannot. With the development of control technol-
gy, the times for coupling and splitting are reduced to less than
0 minutes, and even in small stations, coupling and splitting of
rain units can be performed. As a result, two train units with 8
arriages are much more flexible than one train unit with 16 car-
iages. 
Note that the type and the number of the train units carrying
ut a trip are predetermined. In this paper, we assume that there is
nly one type of train units with 8 carriages. Besides, for a trip, its
rain unit combination is fixed, which means that coupling and/or
plitting is only allowed at its origin and destination stations. 
Recall that there are five levels of train unit maintenances in
he Chinese high-speed railway, two short-term and three long-
erm. Not every station is equipped with maintenance facilities.
urrently, the short-term maintenances, namely level I and II
aintenances, can be performed in one of 22 high-speed train
ases , which are located near big stations. In this paper, a sta-
ion equipped with a train base is referred to as major station .ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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Fig. 1. Train units coupling and splitting. 
Fig. 2. A small railway network with 6 trips. 
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s 2 Every train unit is affiliated to one and only one major station,
in which short-term maintenances are performed. For long-term
maintenances (level III, IV and V), however, a train unit must be
sent to a special maintenance center or to its producer. 
There is no trip on high-speed railway in the night, since there
is a maintenance window for railway infrastructure, such as tracks,
electrification and communication systems. In China and Japan,
train units also undergo level I maintenance in this time window.
As a result, level I maintenance does not affect the operation of
train units in daytime. For almost all types of high-speed train
units, level I maintenance must be carried out after every 4,0 0 0
km or 48 h, whichever comes first. We refer to 4,0 0 0 km as the
maximum travel distance between two consecutive level I mainte-
nances, and 48 h as the maximum elapsed time . Moreover, a train
unit must return to its train base for level I maintenance after car-
rying out a sequence of trips. For this reason, a trip sequence starts
and ends at the same major station. 
3.2. Trip sequence 
The underlying timetable we consider in this paper is periodic
with a period length of one day. Once the timetable of the trips is
determined, a corresponding trip sequence plan is made. Generally,Fig. 3. A possible trip
Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 he trip sequence plan will not be changed until a new timetable
s used. 
Note that a trip sequence plan does not assign individual train
nits to the trip sequences yet. Only in the next step, train unit as-
ignment planning, dispatchers assign individual train units to trip
equences and arrange level II-V maintenances of train units for
he following week, based on the state of train units and the trip
equence plan. Fig. 2 presents a small railway network with 6 trips
o illustrate the concept of a trip sequence. 
In Fig. 2 , S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are origin and destination stations for
he trips we consider, and the intermediate stations are all ignored.
n the network, S 2 is the only station equipped with a train base,
hich serves as the start and end of all trip sequences. Trip t 2 ,
 3 and t 6 are carried out by two coupled train units, which are
epicted by thick lines in Fig. 2 ; trip t 1 , t 4 and t 5 are carried out
y one train unit, which are depicted by thin lines. 
Fig. 3 gives a possible trip sequence plan for the trips in Fig. 2 ,
hich consists of two trip sequences, namely, R 1 = t 2 → t 3 →
 4 → t 1 → t 5 → t 6 and R 2 = t 2 → t 3 → t 6 → t 2 → t 3 → t 6 . Fig. 3 il-
ustrates these trip sequences, in which the start and end of them
re represented by two solid dots respectively. In the figure, if trip
equence R 1 starts on odd days, it is depicted in red color; if R 1 
tarts on even days, it is depicted in blue color; trip sequence R  sequence plan. 
ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of periodic restriction (ii). 
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evening. tarts on odd days only, and is depicted in black color. In Fig. 3 ,
 CP ” means that there is a coupling operation, and “SP ” means that
here is a splitting operation. 
In the morning of odd days, station S 2 assigns two train units
hat have just been maintained to trip sequence R 1 (in red) and
rip sequence R 2 (in black), respectively. These two trains are cou-
led to carry out trips t 2 and t 3 on odd days, and they are decou-
led after trip t 3 , and they are coupled again to carry out trip t 6 on
ven days. In the evening of the even days, these two train units
nish the trip sequences and return to S 2 for level I maintenance. 
In the morning of even days, station S 2 assigns one train unit
hat has just been maintained to trip sequence R 1 (in blue). This
rain unit and the train unit of the black trip sequence are coupled
o carry out trip t 6 on odd days, and are coupled to carry out trips
 2 and t 3 on even days. In the evening of the second day, the train
nit of the blue trip sequence returns to S 2 for level I maintenance.
It is easy to see that any solution to cover the trips shown in
ig. 3 requires three train units. In the night of odd days, there is
ne train unit undergoing level I maintenance; in the night of even
ays, there are two train units undergoing level I maintenance. 
Note that the length of a feasible trip sequence must be less
han the maximum travel distance. Furthermore, to construct a
rip sequence, the time interval between the arrival of a trip and
he departure of its successor trip should be wide enough. Take
wo trips i and j as an example. Without considering coupling and
plitting, to ensure a feasible connection between trip i and trip j ,
he time interval between the arrival of trip i and the departure
f trip j should be wide enough for (1) passengers’ alighting and
oarding, and (2) the shunting time from trip i ’s platform to trip
 ’s platform. 
If coupling and splitting are involved, the time interval should
urther contain the extra coupling/splitting times. In a few words, a
easible connection depends on passengers’ alighting and boarding
imes, the platforms, and the coupling/splitting operations. 
.3. Periodic restriction and empty trip 
Recall that the timetable is periodic with a period length of one
ay. We make a trip sequence plan which is also periodic with the
eriod length of one day, in the sense that each day, the same trip
s covered by the same trip sequence. Since the elapsed time be-
ween two maintenances cannot be longer than 48 h and main-
enance is executed at night, we allow trip sequences which start
nd end in the same day (referred to as one-day trip sequences ) and
rip sequences spanning two days (referred to as two-day trip se-
uences ). Note that the trip sequences in Fig. 3 are all two-day trip
equences. 
Assume that R is a two-day trip sequence, i.e. , R = R (1) + R (2) ,
here R (1) is the trip set on “day1”, and R (2) is the trip set on
day2”. In practice, it is required that R (1) and R (2) must satisfy ei-
her (i) R (1) ∩ R (2) = ∅ or (ii) R (1) = R (2) , which is referred to asPlease cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 eriodic restriction . In Fig. 3 , we see that trip sequence R 1 satisfies
eriodic restriction (i), and trip sequence R 2 satisfies restriction (ii).
Note that a two-day trip sequence with periodic restriction (ii)
an be regarded as a repeated one-day trip sequence,which is il-
ustrated in Fig. 4 , i.e., R 1 and R 2 . The difference is that if R 1 is
sed, the train unit undergoes maintenance every two days, while
f R 2 is used, the train unit undergoes maintenance every day. In
his paper, it is required that a trip sequence is accompanied by
 maintenance. From the perspective of covering trips, there is no
ifference between R 1 and R 2 . However, considering the mainte-
ance cost, R 1 is better than R 2 . The introduce of two-day trip se-
uence like R 1 is to avoid generating one-day trip sequences like
 2 , the total travel distance of which is too short. 
In some situations, there are empty trips , which means that a
rain unit may travel from station s 1 to station s 2 without passen-
ers, just in order to carry out a trip whose origin station is s 2 or
o undergo maintenance in station s 2 . In some publications, empty
rips are also referred to as deadheading . In this paper, a trip that
ransports passengers is referred to as a normal trip , which is in
he publicly released timetable. In a busy railway network, empty
rips are usually in the early morning or in the late night, in order
o reduce the effect on normal trips. In this paper, for the sake of
implicity we assume that empty trips can only take place in the
orning a major station to a nearby station without train base, or
n the evening, vice versa, from a station without train base to a
ajor station. In particular, there is no empty trip between two
tations, if neither of them is equipped with a train base. 
.4. Assumptions 
As mentioned above, a trip sequence plan is the base of train
nits movement. This paper aims to generate trip sequence plans
or the Chinese high-speed railway network, which reduce the
eighted sum of train units cost, empty trips cost and level I main-
enance cost. To construct models for making a trip sequence plan,
he following assumptions are considered in this paper: 
(1) Each normal trip must be covered by the required number
of trip sequences. That is, if a trip is required to be carried
out by n train units, the number of trip sequences covering
the trip must be equal to n . 
(2) The timetable and the trip sequence plan are both periodic
with a period of one day. There is only one type of train
unit with 8 carriages, and two train units can be coupled
together. 
(3) Each trip sequence starts and ends at the same station
equipped with a train base, and spans one or two days. The
maintenances on train units are performed in the night. 
(4) Empty trips are permitted, but an empty trip can only take
place from a major station with a train base to a nearby sta-
tion without train base in the morning, or vice versa in thech-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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r  It should be pointed out that in a similar maintenance frame-
work, our models and methods are still valid after minor modifica-
tions. For example, if the maximum elapsed time for level I main-
tenance is 3 days, such as in Korea, we may introduce three-day
trip sequences, and the pricing problem in Section 5.2.2 will be
more complicated, since three parts are considered. If maintenance
can be performed in any time, however, our model will be invalid.
Fortunately, in most countries, high-speed train units undergo level
I maintenance in the night. 
4. Underlying graph 
In this section, we propose a trip-sequence graph to describe
the movement and coupling/splitting of train units in the Chinese
high-speed railway network. 
4.1. Expression of trips and connections 
Note that some trips need two train units, and some trips need
one train unit. The former situation is much more complicated. If
the two train units are from different earlier trips, coupling and
splitting are needed; if the two train units are from the same ear-
lier trip which needs two train units, there is no splitting or cou-
pling. In a trip-sequence graph, the trips and the connections be-
tween trips are constructed as in Fig. 5 , where we only depict the
possible connections between the first four trips and trip t 5 . In this
graph, each trip is represented by an arc or by a set of arcs. We de-
pict trips that need two units with a double-arrow and trips that
need only one unit with a single-arrow. Note that in Fig. 5 all trips
except trip t 2 need two train units. 
In Fig. 5 , the arc of trip t 2 is a single-arrow, while the arcs of
other trips are double-arrows. Note that trip t 5 is represented by
three arcs, namely, ( e, m ), ( f, m ) and ( g, m ). We refer to arc ( g,
m ) as the main arc of trip t 5 . In a feasible trip sequence plan, one
and only one arc from ( e, m ), ( f, m ) and ( g, m ) is selected for trip
t 5 . If the time interval between the arrival of a preceding trip and
the departure of trip t 5 is wide enough for passengers’ alighting
and boarding, shunting between platforms and coupling/splitting
time, we connect the arrival of the earlier trip and the departure
of trip t 5 , for example arcs ( a, g ) and ( b, g ). 
If the time interval between the arrival of a preceding trip
needing two train units and the departure of trip t 5 is wide enough
for passengers’ alighting and boarding and shunting, but not wide
enough to allow for splitting and coupling, there still exists a con-
nection between this trip and trip t 5 . However, it is required that
the two train units carrying out trip t 5 are both from this trip, so
coupling or splitting is not needed. For example, trip t 4 is such a
trip in Fig. 5 . In order to expression the connection between trip
t 4 and t 5 , we first construct a special arc ( e, m ) for trip t 5 , and then
construct connection arc ( d, e ). It should be pointed out that arc
( d, e ) is the only incoming arc of node e , and the selection of arcs
( d, e ) and ( e, m ) ensures that the two train units of trip t 4 are bothFig. 5. Constructing arcs for trips needing two train units. 
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Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 sed to carry out trip t 5 . Similarly, we construct another special arc
 f, m ) for trip t 5 , and arc ( c, f ) is the only incoming arc of node f .
n order to distinguish from main arcs, special arcs ( e, m ) and ( f,
 ) are depicted by double-arrows with solid rhombus in the mid-
le. Obviously, every trip needing two train units has a main arc.
ince the coupling and splitting times are quite short, the number
f special arcs is actually small. 
The connection between a trip needing one train unit and a trip
eeding two train units is also affected by coupling/splitting. Fig. 6
ives an illustration, in which trip t 1 and trip t 2 arrive at platform
 of station S 2 , and trip t 3 and trip t 4 depart from platform 2 of
tation S 2 . Note that in Fig. 6 (a), only trip t 1 needs two train units,
hile in Fig. 6 (b), only trip t 4 needs two train units. 
In Fig. 6 (a), the time interval [ b, c ] is wide enough for passen-
ers’ alighting and boarding and train unit’s shunting from plat-
orm 1 to platform 2, so we connect node b and node c , which
ndicates that a train unit can carry out trip t 3 after carrying out
rip t 2 . Although the time interval [ a, c ] is wider than time interval
 b, c ], we cannot connect node a and c . This is because splitting is
eeded from trip t 1 to trip t 3 , and time interval [ a, c ] is not wide
nough for passengers’ alighting and boarding, train unit’s shunt-
ng and splitting. Similar things happen in Fig. 6 (b), where interval
 f, h ] is not wide enough for passengers’ alighting and boarding,
rain unit’s shunting and coupling. 
.2. Construction of trip-sequence graph 
In the Chinese high-speed railway network, many small sta-
ions only serve as intermediate stations, and no shunting or
oupling/splitting of train units happens at these stations. So, we
eglect these small stations in the trip-sequence graph, and only
onsider the stations that serve as origin or destination stations of
rips. There is a depot in each involved station, which serves as the
lace that train units stay in the night. 
A trip sequence graph is denoted by G = (N, A ) , where N is the
ode set and A is the arc set. In a trip sequence graph, the node
et consists of: (i) Departure nodes from origin stations, (ii) arrival
odes at destination stations, (iii) depot nodes, and (iv) train base
odes. The arcs in the graph are (1) normal trip arcs, (2) empty trip
rcs, (3) depot-base arcs, and (4) station arcs. Note that depot-base
rcs connect depot node and train base node in the same major
tation, and station arcs connect departure nodes and arrival nodes
n the same station if the corresponding time intervals are wide
nough. Accordingly, arc set A is the union of four disjoint sets,
.e. , A = A 1 ∪ A 2 ∪ A 3 ∪ A 4 . 
Fig. 7 presents the corresponding trip sequence graph for two
ays for the railway network and the daily trips in Fig. 2 . Since the
imetable and trip sequence plan are both periodic with a period of
ne day, in the two-day trip sequence graph, the “day1” part is the
ame as the “day2” part. In a trip sequence graph, the train base
n major station s is modeled by nodes B + 
d 
(s ) and B −
d 
(s ) , which
epresent entering and leaving the base on “day d ” respectively.
he same applies to a depot in station s , namely D + 
d 
(s ) and D −
d 
(s ) .
t is also assumed that after leaving node B −
d 
(s ) , a train unit must
rst enter node D + 
d 
(s ) , from where the train unit can go to other
odes. Similarly, before entering node B + 
d 
(s ) , a train unit must first
nter node D −
d 
(s ) . If a two-day trip sequence is carried out by a
rain unit in major station s on “day1”, then D −
1 
(s ) is the start node
f the corresponding path and D + 
2 
(s ) is the end node. 
In Fig. 7 , the arrival and departure nodes are represented by
mall blue circles, the train base nodes are black dots, and the de-
ot nodes are represented by shadowed circles. Arcs in A 1 (normal
rips) are depicted in the way that was stated in Section 4.1 , arcs
n A 2 (empty trips) are depicted by green dashed arrows, arcs in
 3 (depot-base arcs) are depicted by blue solid arrows, and arcs
n A (station arcs) are depicted by blue dashed arrows. Note that4 
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Fig. 6. Connection between a trip needing one train unit and a trip needing two train units. 
Fig. 7. Trip sequence graph. 
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o  rip t 3 is represented by two arcs, namely, a main arc and a spe-
ial arc. In Fig. 7 , the entire path of the two-day trip sequence
 2 → t 3 → t 4 → t 1 → t 5 → t 6 is illustrated in bold. 
The proposed graph G = (N, A ) conveniently transforms a trip
equence to a path between two base nodes, in which the feasi-
ility of connection between trips is expressed by node connectiv-
ty. Besides, the coupling and splitting are expressed by the selec-
ion of arcs that represent a trip needing two train units. Note that
here exists a mapping from trip sequences to paths from node
 
−
d 
(s ) of major station s to D + 
d 
(s ) in graph G , which are referred to
s valid paths . Without loss of generality, “trip sequence” and “valid
ath” are interchangeable in this paper. In the next two sections,
e formulate two models for the trip sequence planning problem,
amely the path-based model and the arc-based model, both of
hich are based on the trip sequence graph presented in this sec-
ion. Also, the pricing problem of our column generation algorithm
or the path-based model is described on the trip sequence graph. 
Although it is intuitive to describe a two-day trip sequence in a
wo-day trip sequence graph (as in Fig. 7 ), we use a one-day trip
equence graph when constructing the mathematical programming
odels. This is because the “day2” part of a two-day trip sequence
raph is just a copy of the “day1” part, and the trip sequence plan
s periodic with a period of one day. 
. Path-based model 
According to assumption (1) in Section 3.4 , the generation
f the trip sequence plan is derived based on the set cover-
ng/partition problem. There are two main formulation approaches
or the set covering/partition problem: (i) A column generation for-
ulation or “path-based model”, and (ii) a conventional formula-Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 ion or “arc-based model”. Generally, if the problem scale is small,
he latter may find an optimal solution in an acceptable compu-
ation time. However, if the problem scale is large, the approach
f the conventional formulation cannot even find a feasible solu-
ion, and we have to resort to a column-generation-based method
o find a good solution. 
In this section, we propose a path-based model for the trip se-
uence planning problem, and develop a customized branch-and-
rice algorithm to solve the problem. Besides, in Section 6 , an arc-
ased model is formulated as an alternative approach for the prob-
em, which also serves as basis for comparison for the path-based
odel in numerical experiments. 
Some basic notations used in the two models are summarized
n Table 1 . 
.1. Path-based model formulation 
Note that for a major station s ∈ S 0 , trip sequence set R s can
e divided into three disjoint subsets, i.e. , R s = R (1) s ∪ R (2) s ∪ R (3) s .
pecifically, R (1) s is the set of one-day trip sequences, R 
(2) 
s is the
et of two-day trip sequences with periodic restriction (i), and R (3) s 
s the set of two-day trip sequences with periodic restriction (ii). 
For trip sequence r ∈ R s , s ∈ S 0 , we define an integer decision
ariable X r as follows, 
X r the number of train units assigned to trip sequence r. 
In our paper, X r ∈ {0, 1, 2}, since at most two train units are
oupled to carry out a trip. Recall that a trip sequence r ∈ R s cor-
esponds to a valid path in the two-day trip sequence graph. With-
ut loss of generality, trip sequence set R s is also treated as validch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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Table 1 
Notations. 
Notation Definition 
S set of stations 
S 0 set of major stations, which are equipped with a train base, i.e. , S 0 ⊂ S 
T set of trips 
R set of trip sequences 
G = (N, A ) trip sequence graph with node set N and arc set A , which is presented in Section 4 
s index of stations, i.e. , s ∈ S 
t index of trips, i.e. , t ∈ T
r index of trip sequences, i.e. , r ∈ R 
u, v index of nodes, i.e. , u, v ∈ N
w index of arcs, i.e. , w ∈ A 
q r, w = 1, if arc w is contained in trip sequence r ; = 0 , otherwise, i.e. , r ∈ R , w ∈ A 
R s set of trip sequences in major station s, i.e. , s ∈ S 0 
N w number of train units needed on arc w, i.e. , w ∈ A 
M s maximum number of train units that can be maintained in major station s, i.e. , s ∈ S 0 
L maximum travel distance between two consecutive level I maintenances 
l t / l w travel distance of trip t, i.e. , t ∈ T; length of arc w, i.e. , w ∈ A 
LP / BB predetermined gaps used in the branch-and-price algorithm 
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wpath set in major station s . We associate a set of parameters q r, w 
for every arc w ∈ A , which is equal to 1 if arc w is contained in
valid path r , and 0 otherwise. Obviously, q r, w describes the arc in-
formation of the valid path. 
As stated in Section 4.1 , a trip that needs two train units may
be represented by more than one arc in the trip sequence graph,
which correspond to different coupling/splitting types. For trip t ∈
T, we define A (t) as the set of arcs that represent trip t . When
generating a trip sequence plan, we must select one and only one
arc from set A (t) . For this reason, we define binary decision vari-
ables Y w as follows, 
Y w = 1 if arc w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T is selected; = 0 , otherwise. 
We aim to minimize the total cost during the considered time
horizon, including the cost of train units, level I maintenance cost
and travel cost. The cost of train units is simply expressed by the
number of train units that are needed, which can be formulated as
F 1 = 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
a r · X r , (1)
where a r is defined as follows 
a r = 
{
1 , if r ∈ R (1) s ∪ R (3) s 
2 , if r ∈ R (2) s . 
Assume that r is a two-day trip sequence with periodic restric-
tion (i), i.e. , r ∈ R (2) s . Recall that trip sequence r covers different
trips in “day1” and “day2”. In order to ensure the periodicity of
the trip sequence plan, every day we need 2 X r train units to carry
out the trips covered by trip sequence r . 
The sum of maintenance cost and travel cost is calculated by
formula (2) , 
F 2 = 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
c r · m · X r + 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
( ∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
c r · c t · l w · q r,w 
)
X r . (2)
In the first term, m is the cost of one maintenance, and in the sec-
ond term, c t is the travel cost of per kilometer, l w is the length of
arc w , and c r is defined as follows, 
c r = 
{
0 . 5 , if r ∈ R (3) s 
1 , otherwise . 
(3)
Recall that trip sequence r ∈ R (3) s covers the same trips on
“day1” and “day2”. We may balance the maintenance numbers on
“day1” and “day2” via choosing the start day of trip sequence r ∈
R 
(3) 
s . For example, trip sequence r ∈ R (3) s and X r = 2 , which means
that we assign two train units to trip sequence r on “day1”, and wePlease cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 o not assign train unit to trip sequence r on “day2”. As a result,
hese two train units are only maintained in the night of “day2”.
f we assign one train unit to trip sequence r on “day1” and one
rain unit on “day2”. Then, the former is maintained in the night
f “day2” (even days), and the latter is maintained in the night of
day1” (odd days). For this reason, we define coefficient c r as ex-
ression (3) . 
Then, the total cost can be formulated as follows 
 = F 1 + β · F 2 
= 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
( 
a r + β · c r · m + β ·
∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
c r · c t · l w · q r,w 
) 
X r . (4)
ompared with the price of train units, the cost of maintenance
nd travel cost is quite small, which indicates that coefficient β
s a small value. Besides, β depends on the time horizon. In this
aper, we simply set β = H/P tu , where P tu is the price of a train
nit and H is the time horizon. 
For convenience sake, we define 
 r = a r + β · c r · m + β ·
∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
c r · c t · l w · q r,w , ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s , 
(5)
s the cost parameter associated with trip sequence r . 
According to the definition of G = (N, A ) and variables X r and
 w , the path-based model for the trip sequence planning problem
an be formulated as follows: 
min 
X 
F = 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
X r u r (6)
s.t. 
∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
q r,w X r = Y w N w , ∀ w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T (7)
∑ 
w ∈ A (t) 
Y w = 1 , ∀ t ∈ T (8)
∑ 
r∈ R s 
X r c r ≤ M s , ∀ s ∈ S 0 (9)
X r ∈ { 0 , 1 , 2 } , ∀ r ∈ R s , s ∈ S 0 (10)
Y w ∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T (11)
here N w represents the number of train units needed on arc w . ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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rConstraints (7) are coverage constraints, which state that if
rc w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T is selected, it must be covered N w times. Con-
traints (8) express that one and only one arc in set A (t) , t ∈ T
ust be selected, which determines the type of coupling/splitting
f trip t . Constraints (9) ensure that the number of mainte-
ance in train base s is not greater than its capacity. Con-
traints (10) and (11) are the integer and binary constraints of de-
ision variables X r and Y w , respectively. 
Model (6) –(11) is derived based on set covering/partition prob-
ems. In standard covering/partition problems, there is no variable
 w . In model (6) –(11) , all further restrictions on trip sequences
re implicitly expressed by set R s . It is possible to list all the
alid paths in R s in a trip sequence graph via some search al-
orithms, however, there is no need to do this. Finding all paths
ould only lead to extremely many variables, and it is difficult
o solve a complicated integer programming with millions of vari-
bles. To solve such a set covering/partition problem, a customized
ranch-and-price algorithm is usually used. Branch-and-price ( [3] )
s branch-and-bound with a linear programming (LP) relaxation
olved by column generation algorithm at each node of the branch-
nd-bound tree. 
.2. Column generation 
Column generation is a commonly used iterative method to
olve LPs with a tremendous number of variables, which are ineffi-
ient to enumerate explicitly. The algorithm starts with construct-
ng a restricted master LP problem with a subset of columns. Af-
er solving the restricted master problem, the dual solutions are
sed to implicitly find the nonbasic variables with minimum re-
uced costs. This procedure is referred to as pricing problem , which
s the most crucial part in designing an efficient column generation
lgorithm. If the minimum reduced cost is negative, the variable
nd column corresponding to the minimum reduced cost should
e added to the restricted master problem, and the next iteration
tarts; otherwise, the optimal solution of the original LP has been
ound in this iteration. The readers may refer to [14] for a detailed
escription. 
We do not, in general, solve the LP relaxation of model (6) –
11) to optimality, but stop the column generation algorithm if 
he objective value changes little after some iterations. In this
aper, after solving the restricted master problem in iteration n ,
e calculate the average values of the objectives from iteration
(n − p + 1) to iteration n and from iteration (n − 2 p + 1) to iter-
tion (n − p) , which are denoted by AObj 1 and AObj 2 respectively.
f | AObj 1 − AObj 2 | /AObj 2 < LP , then terminate the column genera-
ion algorithm. Note that p is an integer larger than 1, and LP is
 predetermined gap. In each iteration, the restricted master prob-
em can be solved by using LP solvers, such as CPLEX and Gurobi. 
.2.1. Initial column subset 
Note that we need a feasible solution and a corresponding
nitial subset of columns to start the column generation algo-
ithm. However, finding a feasible solution to the LP relaxation of
odel (6) –(11) is difficult, especially when maintenance capacity
s considered. In order to overcome this problem, we modify con-
traints (7) by introducing a dummy variable ˜ X (which takes value
etween 0 and 1) with proper coefficient on the left side, and at
he same time, we penalize ˜ X in the objective function by a suffi-
iently large coefficient. 
It is easy to find that by setting dummy variable ˜ X to be 1 and
ll X r to be 0, we obtain a feasible solution to the LP relaxation of
odel (6) –(11) . If a feasible solution to the original model is found,
ummy variable ˜ X is equal to 0. In other words, we start with a
olumn set which only contains the column of dummy variable ˜ X ,Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 nd after inserting more and more newly generated columns and
nding a feasible solution, the value of ˜ X becomes 0. 
The solution of the LP relaxation model is not necessarily in-
eger, so the column generation algorithm is integrated into a
ranch-and-bound tree, which is referred to as branch-and-price
lgorithm. At each node of the branch-and-bound tree, a column
eneration algorithm is performed. However, the initial column
ubset at each non-root node contains more columns than the ini-
ial column set at the root node. 
In Section 5.3 , a detailed branching strategy is presented, and
he trip sequence graph at a child node is constructed by modify-
ng the trip sequence graph at its parent node. As a result, some
rip sequences (paths) generated at the parent node become in-
alid at the child node. Since the modification is slight, most trip
equences are still valid at the child node. When constructing the
nitial column subset at the child node, the columns associated
ith these valid trip sequences can be inherited. 
Recall that a column corresponds to a trip sequence, or a path.
enote the final column subset at the parent node as ˜ R 0 , and the
onstruction process of initial column subset at the child node is
resented as follows. 
• Step 1. Construct an initial column subset ˜ R 1 , which only con-
tains the column of dummy variable ˜ X . Set a threshold value
ρ ≥0. 
• Step 2. If ˜ R 0 = ∅ , stop. Otherwise, select column r ∈ ˜ R 0 , set ˜ R 0 =
˜ R 0 \ r. If ˜ X r ≤ ρ, go to Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 3. 
• Step 3. If column r is valid at the child node, set ˜ R 1 = ˜ R 1 ∪ r;
otherwise, go to Step 2. 
In Step 2, ˜ X r is the solution of the variable corresponding to col-
mn r at the parent node. Since the information of the solution at
he parent node is partly preserved, it is hopeful that the column
eneration algorithm at the child node uses less iterations and less
ime to find a good solution. In Step 3, the validity of a column at
he child node means that the trip sequence corresponding to the
olumn can be expressed by a path in the trip sequence graph at
he child node. 
.2.2. Pricing problems 
For the LP relaxation of model (6) –(11) , denote the dual
ariables associated with constraints (7) respectively by πw ,
here w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T, and the dual variables associated with con-
traints (9) by λs , where s ∈ S 0 . Recall that for s ∈ S 0 , R s = R (1) s ∪
 
(2) 
s ∪ R (3) s , the pricing problems can be expressed by 
 
∗
s, 1 = arg min 
r∈ R (1) s 
(
u r −
∑ 
t∈ T 
∑ 
w ∈ A (t) 
πw · q r,w − λs 
)
, (12) 
 
∗
s, 2 = arg min 
r∈ R (2) s 
(
u r −
∑ 
t∈ T 
∑ 
w ∈ A (t) 
πw · q r,w − λs 
)
, (13) 
 
∗
s, 3 = arg min 
r∈ R (3) s 
(
u r −
∑ 
t∈ T 
∑ 
w ∈ A (t) 
πw · q r,w − λs / 2 
)
, (14) 
here r ∗s, 1 represents the trip sequence in set R 
(1) 
s with minimum
educed cost. The same applies to r ∗
s, 2 
and r ∗
s, 3 
. If all the reduced
osts are nonnegative, then the optimal solution of the LP relax-
tion of model (6) –(11) has been found in the last iteration of the
olumn generation algorithm; otherwise, insert the columns with
inimum reduced cost into the restricted master problem. 
Substitute expression (5) into pricing problem (12) . Fixing major
tation s and removing the constants, pricing problem (12) can be
eformulated as: 
 
∗
s, 1 = arg min 
r∈ R (1) s 
( ∑ 
w ∈ A 1 
(β · c t · l w − πw ) · q r,w + 
∑ 
w ∈ A 2 
β · c t · l w · q r,w 
) 
. (15) ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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rNote that problem (15) is indeed a shortest path problem from
node D −(s ) to node D + (s ) in trip sequence graph G = (N, A ) ,
where s ∈ S 0 . In trip sequence graph G = (N, A ) , the weight of arc
w ∈ A 1 is (β · c t · l w − πw ) , the weight of arc w ∈ A 2 is β · c e · l w
and the weights of other arcs are all 0. Since r ∗s, 2 and r 
∗
s, 3 are two-
day paths, we discuss them in a two-day trip sequence graph as
Fig. 7 . As a result, r ∗
s, 2 
is the shortest path from node D −
1 
(s ) to node
D + 
2 
(s ) satisfying periodic restriction (i), and r ∗
s, 3 
is the shortest path
from node D −
1 
(s ) to node D + 
2 
(s ) satisfying periodic restriction (ii).
It should be pointed out that the length of these paths must be
less that the maximum travel distance. In one words, the pricing
problems are shortest path problems with resource constraints in
the trip sequence graph. 
In this paper, we use label setting algorithm in the trip se-
quence graph to find the solutions to the pricing problems. A la-
bel at node u corresponds to a path from the source node to node
u , which is characterized by two values, namely reduced cost and
travel distance. At node u ∈ N, we define Label u as the label set,
label u,k as the k -th label in set Label u , path u,k as the path corre-
sponding to label u,k , and cost u,k and dist u,k as the reduced cost and
travel distance of path u,k , respectively. We further define an or-
der on the label set of each node. Specifically, label u,k 2 dominates
label u,k 1 , if 
cost u,k 2 ≤ cost u,k 1 , dist u,k 2 ≤ dist u,k 1 , 
and at least one of the inequalities is strict. Before performing the
label setting algorithm, the nodes in the trip sequence graph are
topologically sorted. The extension of the label setting algorithm
follows the order of nodes after topological sorting. 
In order to reduce the computation time of pricing prob-
lem (13) , we simultaneously perform the label setting algorithm
in two directions. Specifically, the forward extension only searches
the nodes of the trip sequence graph in “day1”, while the back-
ward extension only searches nodes in “day2” in a reverse di-
rection. We choose the best solution via combining the candi-
date paths obtained by the forward and backward extensions. This
method is referred to as a bidirectional label setting algorithm . 
It should be pointed out that the label setting algorithm can
always find the optimal paths for pricing problem (12) and (14) .
Although we cannot prove that the path obtained by the bidirec-
tional label setting algorithm is the optimal one of pricing prob-
lem (13) , it is at least a good one. In Section 7.4.2 , we will check
the gap between the path obtained by the bidirectional label set-
ting algorithm and the optimal path obtained by solving an ILPFig. 8. Construction of trip sequenc
Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 roblem, and find that in most experiments the gap is zero or close
o zero. 
.3. Branching strategy 
In this paper, the branching strategy rule is motivated by the
ule of branch-on-follow-ons , which was proposed by Ryan and Fos-
er [27] . According to the rule of branch-on-follow-ons, two frac-
ional paths are found, i.e., r 1 and r 2 , which contain a common trip,
.e., t 1 . Assume that in path r 1 , trip t 1 is immediately followed by
rip t 2 , while in path r 2 it is not. Then, on the left branch, it is re-
uired that if trip t 1 is contained in a path, it must be immediately
ollowed by trip t 2 ; otherwise, neither t 1 nor t 2 is contained in the
ath. On the right branch, it is forbidden that trip t 1 is immedi-
tely followed by t 2 . 
In our branching strategy, the trip sequence graph on the right
ranch is constructed in the same way of the rule of branch-on-
ollow-ons, namely removing the arc that connecting arcs of trip t 1 
nd arcs of trip t 2 . However, due to the existence of trips needing
wo train units, the construction of the trip sequence graph on the
eft branch is different. We require that at least one of the train
nits carrying out trip t 1 , immediately carries out trip t 2 . For ar-
ival/departure node u , define n ( u ) as the number of train units
eeded on node u . The set of incoming arcs of node u is denoted
y A + (u ) , and the set of outgoing arcs of node u is denoted by
 
−(u ) . Assume that the arrival node of trip t 1 is node u , and the
eparture node of trip t 2 is node v . The construction of the trip
equence graph breaks down into the following cases. 
Case 1 : n (u ) = 1 and n (v ) = 1 . This is the simplest case, which
s the same as the one in the rule of branch-on-follow-ons. To con-
truct the trip sequence graph, we just remove all the outgoing
rcs of node u and all the incoming of node v , and then connect
ode u and v directly. 
Case 2 : n (u ) = 2 and n (v ) = 1 . In this case, we just remove all
he incoming arcs of node v except arc ( u, v ), which are illustrated
n Fig. 8 (a). 
Case 3 : n (u ) = 1 and n (v ) = 2 . In this case, we remove (1) all
he incoming arcs of node p , where p ∈ N d (t) \ { v } , (2) all the out-
oing arcs of node u except arc ( u, v ), which are illustrated in
ig. 8 (b). 
It is easy to find that in Case 3 , when removing all the incoming
rcs of node p , we actually determines the coupling/splitting type
f trip t 2 , which means that the values of decision variables Y w 
elated to trip t are determined. 2 
e graph in Case 2 and Case 3. 
ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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Fig. 9. Construction of trip sequence graph in Case 4. 
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Algorithm 1 A branch-and-bound algorithm with rollback. 
1: function Branch-and-Bound ( X Best , F Best , ParentGraph, X Pnt ) 
2: // Left branch 
3: Le f tGraph = Construct _ Graph (ParentGraph, X Pnt , Le f t) ; 
4: [ X Le f t , F Le f t ] = Column _ Generation (Le f tGraph ) ; 
5: Le f tNode = Const ruct _ Node (Le f t Graph, X Le f t , F Le f t ) ; 
6: if X Le f t if not integer then 
7: if | F Le f t − F Best | /F Best ≥ BB then // gap check 
8: Index = Branch-and-bound ( X Best ,F Best ,Le f tGraph,X Le f t ); 
// recurrence 
9: if Index  = Le f tNode _ Index then 
10: return Index ; 
11: end if 
12: end if 
13: else // the solution is integer 
14: if F Le f t < F Best then // a better integer solution is found 
15: X Best ← X Le f t ; 
16: F Best ← F Le f t ; // update 
17: 
18: P nt ← Le f t Node.parent _ Index ; 
19: Index ← Le f tNode _ Index ; 
20: while | F Le f t − F Pnt | /F Pnt < BB do // rollback 
21: Index ← P nt; 
22: P nt ← P nt .parent _ Index ; 
23: end while 
24: if Index  = Le f tNode _ Index then 
25: return Index ; 
26: end if 
27: end if 
28: end if 
29: 
30: // Right branch 
31: RightGraph = Construct _ Graph (ParentGraph, X Pnt , Right) ; 
32: · · ·
33: end function 
t  
v
 
n  Case 4 : n (u ) = 2 and n (v ) = 2 . Due to the existence of main arc
nd special arcs, this case further breaks down into the following
wo subcases. 
( i ) Case 4a : node v is the departure node of a special arc of trip
 2 . The construction is illustrated in Fig. 9 (a). 
• Step 1. Remove the incoming arcs of node p , where p ∈ N d (t) \
{ v } . 
• Step 2. Remove the outgoing arcs of node u . 
• Step 3. Add arc ( u, v ). Stop. 
( ii ) Case 4b : node v is the departure node of the main arc of trip
 2 . The construction is illustrated in Fig. 9 (b). 
• Step 1. Remove the incoming arcs of node p , where p ∈ N d (t) \
{ v } . 
• Step 2. Add a new node v ′ to the network, and add arcs ( v ′ , w )
and ( u, v ′ ). 
• Step 3. Set n (v ) = 1 and n (v ′ ) = 1 . Stop. 
Note that in Case 4b , a new node and two new arcs are added
o the trip sequence graph, so we must perform topological sorting
gain on the new node set for the pricing problems. As in Case 3 ,
hen removing all the incoming arcs of node p , we determines
he coupling/splitting type of trip t 2 , and accordingly the values of
ecision variables Y w related to trip t 2 . 
.4. Node search strategy 
A depth-first search on the branch-and-bound tree is used. In
ost experiments, we find that once an integer solution is found,
he corresponding objective value is very close to the optimal ob-
ective value of the LP relaxation model at the root node. In other
ords, the lower bound provided by the LP relaxation model at the
oot node is quite tight. 
A recursive structure is used when implementing the branch-
nd-bound algorithm. The recursive function is named “BRANCH-
ND-B OUND”, which returns a node index of the tree. The
seudo-code of function “BRANCH-AND-BOUND” is presented 
n Algorithm 1 . In line 1 of Algorithm 1 , “X Best ” represents the
urrent best integer solution, “F Best ” represents the corresponding
bjective value, “ParentGraph ” means the trip sequence graph at
he parent node, and “X ” represents the optimal solution atPnt 
Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 he parent node, which is fractional and corresponds to objective
alue “F Pnt ”. 
In line 3 of Algorithm 1 , the trip sequence graph at the left
ode, namely “LeftGraph ”, is constructed according to Construc-ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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n 2  tion 1. In line 4, the column generation algorithm is implemented
on the left trip sequence graph, and the corresponding solution is
“X Left ” with objective value “F Left ”. From line 6 to line 12, we deal
with the situation of a fractional solution. Note that only when the
gap between “F Left ” and “F Best ” is large enough, we implement fur-
ther branching on “X Left ”. From line 13 to line 28, we deal with the
situation that a better integer solution than the currently best one
is found. In order to speed up the algorithm, a rollback procedure
is used. We go upward along the tree until the gap between “F Left ”
and the objective value at a predecessor node is not smaller than
BB . This procedure is referred to as rollback procedure and is pre-
sented from line 18 to line 26. Obviously, the rollback procedure
may prune a considerable numbers of nodes in the tree. 
Note that in Algorithm 1 , only the left branch is presented in
detail. On the right branch, the same procedure is performed on
the right trip sequence graph, namely, “RightGraph ”. 
6. Arc-based model 
In this section, we formulate an arc-based model for the trip
sequence planning problem, which is also on the trip sequence
graph. When the problem is of a small scale, the arc-based model
can provide an optimal solution in an acceptable computation
time. 
Assume that R s is the set of train units in major station s ∈ S 0 .
For r ∈ R s , we define decision variables x (i ) r as follows 
x (i ) r = 1, if train unit r is used to carry out trip sequence of type i ; = 0, otherwise. 
Note that type i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which respectively represent one-day
trip sequence, two-day trip sequence with periodic restriction (i)
and two-day trip sequence with periodic restriction (ii). 
For type i ∈ {1, 3}, we further define decision variables z (i ) r,w to
explicitly characterise the path (trip sequence) of train unit r as
follows 
z (i ) r,w = 1 , if arc w ∈ A is contained in the path associated with x (i ) r ; 
= 0, otherwise. 
For type i = 2 , we define decision variables z (2 , j) r,w , 
z (2 , j) r,w = 1 , if arc w ∈ A is contained in the “day j ” part of the path 
associated with x (2) r ; 
= 0 , otherwise. 
where j ∈ {1, 2} representing “day1” and “day2” parts of two-day
trip sequence r with periodic restriction (i). 
Obviously, in the arc-based model, x (i ) r only serves as an indica-
tor, while z (i ) r,w and z 
(2 , j) 
r,w are the more fundamental part. Without
loss of generality, in this paper, we assume that | R s | ≤ M s , where
M s is the maintenance capacity in station s . 
As in the path-base model, we define binary decision variables
Y w as follows, 
Y w = 1 if arc w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T is selected; = 0 , otherwise. 
The objective function is the same to that in the path-based
model, namely expression (4) , except that q r, w is replaced by z 
(i ) 
r,w 
and z 
(2 , j) 
r,w . The arc-based model can be formulated as follows: 
min 
X 
F 
s.t. ∑ 
s ∈ S 0 
∑ 
r∈ R s 
(
z (1) r,w + (z (2 , 1) r,w + z (2 , 2) r,w ) + z (3) r,w 
)
= Y w N w , 
∀ w ∈ A (t) , t ∈ T, (16)
∑ 
w ∈ A (t) 
Y w = 1 , ∀ t ∈ T (17)Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 ∑ 
r∈ R s 
(x (1) r + x (2) r + x (3) r / 2) ≤ M s , ∀ s ∈ S 0 (18)
∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
z (1) r,w · l w ≤ x (1) r · L, ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s , (19)
∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
(z (2 , 1) r,w + z (2 , 2) r,w ) · l w ≤ x (2) r · L, ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s , (20)
∑ 
w ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 
z (3) r,w · l w ≤ x (3) r · L/ 2 , ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s , (21)
Flow conservation constratins (22)
z (2 , 1) r,w + z (2 , 2) r,w ≤ 1 , ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s , t ∈ T (23)
x (1) r + x (2) r + x (3) r ≤ 1 , ∀ s ∈ S 0 , r ∈ R s (24)
All decision variables are binary . (25)
The above constraints are all linear, which means that we
ormulate an integer linear programming (ILP) model. Con-
traints (16) –(18) play the same roles as constraints (7) –(9) in the
ath-based model, namely coverage, selection and capacity con-
traints. Constraints (19) –(21) ensure that the total travel distance
f a trip sequence cannot be greater than the maximum travel dis-
ance L . These constraints also imply that if x (i ) r = 0 , then z (i ) r,w = 0
r z 
(i, j) 
r,w = 0 . 
Constraints (22) are the flow conservation constraints. Con-
traints (23) ensure the periodicity restriction (i) of trip sequences
f type 2. Constraints (24) state that trip sequence r can be at most
ne of the three types of trip sequence. 
. Case study 
In this section, we test our models and methods on real data
rom the Chinese high-speed railway. The numerical experiments
re all performed on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570S
.90 GHz CPU and 8.00GB RAM, running on a Microsoft Win-
ows 7(64bit) platform, and all the programming is implemented
n C++ language on Microsoft Visual Studio 2015. The LP models
re solved to optimality by Gurobi 6.0.5, which is a state of the art
ptimization solver. 
.1. Case descriptions 
We consider three subnetworks from the eastern Chinese high-
peed railway network, which connects two most developed re-
ions in China, namely the Jingjinji region and the Yangtze Delta
egion. Ever since being opened to the public, the eastern network
as been the busiest high-speed railway network in the world. 
The sizes of the three subnetworks are increasing. Network I,
hich is the Shanghai-Hangzhou-Ningbo (SHN) corridor, consists
f 15 stations and 2 train bases; Network II consists of 67 sta-
ions and 5 train bases; Network III consists of 83 stations and 7
rain bases. Based on these networks, we construct 8 cases, i.e. , 2
edium cases (“MC”) and 6 large cases (“LC”). The high-speed trips
n these cases are all selected from the actual timetable. Note that
ome trips travel out of the considered network. When construct-
ng the cases, we cut these trips at boundary stations, and treat
he boundary stations as origin and/or destination stations of the
rips. 
The characteristics of the cases are listed in Table 2 . In the ta-
le, “Network” lists the physical railway networks that the corre-
ponding case is constructed on, “Length” is the total length of the
igh-speed railway in the network, “| S | ”, “| S 0 | ” and “| T| ” respec-
ively represent the number of all stations, the number of major
tations and the number of trips. Define T 2 as the set of trips that
eed two train units, and accordingly “| T | ” is the number of trips
ch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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Table 2 
Characteristics of the cases. 
ID Network Length [km] | S | | S 0 | | T| | T 2 | 
MC1 I 350 15 2 90 43 
MC2 I 350 15 2 182 81 
LC1a II 2400 67 5 390 0 
LC1b II 2400 67 5 390 170 
LC2a II 2400 67 5 784 0 
LC2b II 2400 67 5 784 318 
LC3a III 3600 83 7 902 0 
LC3b III 3600 83 7 902 368 
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m  hat need two train units. Note that we cannot obtain the real data
f the number of train units that each trip needs. We first obtain
 feasible trip sequence plan for each case with T 2 = ∅ , and then
elect some trip sequences, based on which we construct set T 2 .
n cases “LC1a” and “LC2a”, all trips need only one train unit, that
s, T 2 = ∅ . In other cases, T 2 is not empty, and the ratio | T 2 | : | T| is
etween 40% and 50%. 
Throughout the numerical experiments, the extra times of cou-
ling and splitting are both 5 minutes, and the minimum shunting
ime without coupling or splitting is 40 minutes. That is, we ignore
he effect of platform assignment on shunting time, because we do
ot have these data. It should be pointed out that this simplicity
oes not affect the experiments. In objective function (4) , we set
ime horizon H = 200 , train unit price P tu = 50 0 0 , the cost of one
aintenance m = 1 and the travel cost per kilometer c t = 0 . 001 .
s a result, we have β = H/P tu = 0 . 04 . In the numerical experi-
ents of the large scale cases, the maximum travel distance be-
ween two consecutive Level I maintenances is set to be 4,0 0 0 km,
.e. , L = 40 0 0 , while in the medium cases, the value of L varies for
ifferent experiments. 
.2. Medium scale case 
In this section, we apply the arc-based model and the path-
ased model to cases “MC1” and “MC2”. In the branch-and-price
lgorithm, we set LP = 0 . 01% and BB = 1% . 
Note that in case “MC1”, the two major stations are Shanghai
nd Hangzhou, the maintenance capacities of which are set to be
0 and 10, respectively. For the arc-based model, we set | R s | = 20
n Shanghai station and | R s | = 10 in Hangzhou station. Table 3 lists
he computational results, when maximum travel distance L takes
ifferent values. 
In Table 3 , the column of “F a / F p ” lists the objective values ob-
ained by the arc-based/path-based model, “CT” is the computation
ime, “N” records the number of searched nodes in the branch-
nd-bound tree, and “F-N” and “B-N” respectively records the in-
ex of nodes in the tree where the first feasible solution and the
est solution are found. Besides, “1 ” is the relative gap between
 p and the objective value of the optimal solution, and “2 ” is the
elative gap between F p and the objective value at the root node of
he branch-and-bound tree, which is regarded as a lower bound of
he optimal solution. 
When L ∈ {40 0 0, 240 0, 20 0 0}, the arc-based model can obtain
n optimal solution in an acceptable time, however, the compu-Table 3 
Comparison between arc-based model and path-
L [km] Arc-based model Path-based mode
F a CT[s] F p 1 
4000 37.80 190 37.80 0.00% 
2400 37.80 210 37.80 0.00% 
2000 37.80 510 37.80 0.00% 
Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 ation time rapidly increases as L decreases. Compared with the
rc-based model, the computation time of the path-based model
s much shorter and more stable, which is affected little by L . As
olumn “F p ” shows, in all the three experiments, the optimal solu-
ion is obtained by the branch-and-price algorithm, which means
1 = 0 . We also calculate 2 , which measures the relative gap be-
ween the objective value of current solution and the lower bound.
n all the three experiments, we have 2 = 0 . This indicates that
he lower bound provided by the LP relaxation model at the root
ode is very tight. Column “F-N” shows that the first feasible so-
ution can be found quite early, however, it is not so good and the
ranch-and-price algorithm continues until a good enough solution
s found. 
In case “MC2”, we set the capacities of Shanghai station and
angzhou station to be 30 and 20 respectively. Table 4 lists the
omputational results, when L ∈ {40 0 0, 240 0, 20 0 0}. The time limit
f the IP solver is set to be 7200 s. As is shown in Table 4 ,
hen L = 40 0 0 , the arc-based model can be solved to optimality
n acceptable time. However, when L ∈ {20 0 0, 240 0}, the IP solver
annot even find a feasible solution in 2 hours. The branch-and-
rice algorithm performs much better, which solves the problem
o optimality within a gap of 0.10% in short time. Note that when
 ∈ {20 0 0, 240 0}, we do not know the optimal solution, and the
alue of 1 cannot be calculated. However, since a feasible solu-
ion in the last two experiments is always a feasible one in the
rst experiment, which means that the objective values of the op-
imal solution in the last two experiments are not smaller than in
he first experiment. As a result, we can estimate 1 , i.e. , 1 ≤
(F p − 61 . 26) / 61 . 26 . 
As in Table 4 , columns “N”, “F-N” and “B-N” show that in each
xperiment, a feasible solution can be found in a quite early node,
owever, the algorithm continues until a good enough solution
s found. In Table 3 , the total computation time decreases as the
aximum travel distance L decreases. It is possible because as L
ecreases, the number of feasible trip sequences decreases, and ac-
ordingly the solution space is reduced. 
.3. Large scale case 
In the large cases “LC1a/b”, “LC2a/b” and “LC3a/b”, we set the
aintenance capacities of the train bases to be {40, 20, 30, 40, 20},
60, 30, 50, 60, 30} and {50, 35, 40, 60, 30, 50, 20} respectively. If
he arc-based model is applied in case “LC1a”, the numbers of con-
traints and binary decision variables are both more than 30 0,0 0 0.
t is impossible to solved the arc-based model of case “LC1a” in
cceptable time, not to mention other larger cases. In this section,
nly the path-based model and the branch-and-price algorithm are
sed. 
Setting LP = 0 . 01% and BB = 1 . 0% , Table 5 lists the experiment
esults. Note that the time limit of the branch-and-price algorithm
s 14400 s . Columns “F p ” lists the objective values of the experi-
ents. In columns “CT”, the total computation time and the total
ime of solving pricing problems are respectively listed in columns
Total” and “PP”. In Table 5 , “N”, “F-N”, “B-N” and “2 ” have the
ame meaning with Table 3 . 
We cannot obtain an optimal solution by solving the arc-based
odel, so Table 5 does not list the value of  , which measures1 
based model in case “MC1”. 
l 
2 CT[s] N F-N B-N 
0.00% 20 84 80 84 
0.00% 23 115 72 115 
0.00% 23 111 81 111 
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Table 4 
Comparison between arc-based model and path-based model in case “MC2”. 
L [km] Arc-based model Path-based model 
F a CT[s] F p 1 2 CT[s] N F-N B-N 
4000 61.26 6930 61.29 0.05% 0.05% 320 650 192 650 
2400 – 7200 61.32 < 0.10% 0.05% 340 741 220 741 
2000 – 7200 61.34 < 0.13% 0.12% 180 419 205 419 
Table 5 
Results of the branch-and-price algorithm. 
ID F p CT[s] N F-N B-N 2 
Total PP 
LC1a 131.59 420 55 194 194 194 0.05% 
LC1b 191.38 1100 160 605 288 605 0.10% 
LC2a 237.69 4950 580 388 388 388 0.15% 
LC2b 341.87 ∗ 14400 1880 2250 799 2074 1.15% 
LC3a 284.45 4210 450 469 469 469 0.16% 
LC3b 402.02 ∗ 14400 2130 2203 943 2051 1.98% 
∗ The best solution obtained within time limit 4 h 
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s  the relative gap between the best obtained solution and the opti-
mal solution. However, the values of 2 indicate that the solutions
obtained by the branch-and-price algorithm are of good quality. In
cases “LC2b” and “LC3b”, the branch-and-price algorithm stops due
to the time limit. In the former, the best solution is found at node
2074 with 2 = 1 . 15% ; in the latter, the best solution is found at
node 2051 with 2 = 1 . 98% . 
In cases “LC1a”, “LC2a” and “LC3a”, the branch-and-price algo-
rithm stops once the first feasible solution is found. It is interest-
ing to find that in these three cases, each trip needs only one train
unit, and the solution quality is much better than in the other two
cases. Recall that in path-base model (6) - (11) , if each trip needs
only one train unit, then there is no coupling or splitting, and
the value of Y w is actually predetermined by constraints (8) , i.e. ,
 w = 1 . As a result, the model and the solution space both become
much simpler. 
It is easy to find that in all experiments, the pricing problem
computation time occupies less than 15% of the total computation
time, i.e. , {13.1%, 14.5%, 11.7%, 13.1%, 10.7%, 14.8%}. This indicates
that solving the LP problems occupies most computation time. 
Recall that we do not solve the LP relaxed restricted master
problems to optimality, but terminate the column generation al-
gorithm following the rule stated in Section 5.2 . In the following,
we implement the column generation algorithm to solve the re-
stricted master problems at the root node with different LP , and
show that LP = 0 . 01% is good enough for our cases. The compu-
tation results are presented in Table 6 , in which LP is set to be
0.1%, 0.01% and 0.0 0 01%, respectively. In the table, “F ” represents
the objective value of the LP relaxation model at the root node,
“CT” represents computation time, and “# IT” records the number
of iteration when the column generation algorithm stops. 
As is shown in Table 6 , the improvement of the objective val-
ues from “ = 0 . 1% ” to “ = 0 . 01% ” is more significant than theLP LP 
Table 6 
Column generation algorithm at the root node w
ID LP = 0 . 1% LP = 0 . 01%
F CT[s] # IT F 
LC1a 131.70 23 304 131.53 
LC1b 190.49 24 299 190.18 
LC2a 238.22 150 663 237.33 
LC2b 338.77 210 672 337.95 
LC3a 284.67 340 685 283.99 
LC3b 394.97 370 712 394.20 
Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 mprovement from “LP = 0 . 01% ” to “LP = 0 . 0 0 01% ”. Actually, only
n case “LC2a”, the objective value is improved when LP =
 . 0 0 01% , and the improvement is very tiny. This indicates that
hen LP = 0 . 01% , the solution obtained by the column generation
lgorithm is very close to optimality. 
The computation times increase significantly from “LP = 0 . 1% ”
o “LP = 0 . 01% ”. This is because as more columns are inserted,
he restricted master problem becomes larger, leading to increas-
ng computation time in each iteration. Although the computation
imes are much shorter when LP = 0 . 1% , the solutions are not of
ood quality. For example, in case “LC2a”, the objective value of the
P solution is F = 238 . 22 when LP = 0 . 1% . However, the objective
alue of the IP solution found by the branch-and-price algorithm
s F p = 237 . 69 when LP = 0 . 01% (see Fig. 5 ). If we set LP = 0 . 1% ,
t is unlikely to find an IP solution with objective value less than
38.00. So, it is worthy to set LP = 0 . 01% . 
In Table 6 , it seems that at each node of the branch-and-bound
ree, the column generation algorithm costs a long time. How-
ver, thanks to the construction method of the initial column sub-
et stated in Section 5.2.1 , at the non-root node, the computation
imes are quite short. Table 7 shows the effectiveness of the con-
truction method of the initial column subset. Recall that at the
oot node, the initial column subset only contains a column for the
ummy variable, while at each non-root node, the initial column
ubset inherits some columns from its parent node. In Table 7 ,
CT[s]”, “# IT” and “# IF” represents computation time, the number
f iteration when the column generation algorithm stops and the
umber of iteration when the first feasible LP solution is found, re-
pectively. Columns with “avg.non-root” list the average values of
CT[s]”, “# IT” and “# IF” at non-root nodes. 
Obviously, the column generation algorithm at the non-root
odes performs much more effectively than at the root node. The
ast column indicates that at the non-root nodes, the column gen-
ration algorithm finds the first feasible LP solution after a few it-
rations. Besides, the first feasible LP solution is of good quality,
ince the algorithm stops after less than 40 iterations in average.
n contrast, at the root node, the algorithm iterates more than 100
imes after finding the first feasible LP solution in the first two
ases, and more than 200 times in the last two cases. 
.4. Additional experiments 
.4.1. IP problem at the root node 
In some column-generation-based algorithms, a good integer
olution can be obtained by solving an integer programming (IP)ith different LP . 
 LP = 0 . 0 0 01% 
CT[s] # IT F CT[s] # IT 
40 344 131.53 46 357 
45 341 190.18 52 351 
330 777 237.32 377 805 
380 775 337.95 407 790 
460 753 283.92 510 787 
650 812 394.20 713 817 
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Table 7 
Effectiveness of the construction method of the initial column subset. 
ID CT[s] # IT # IF 
Root Avg.non-root Root Avg.non-root Root Avg.non-root 
LC1a 40 1.87 344 36.2 236 8.0 
LC1b 45 1.66 341 34.3 226 8.4 
LC2a 330 13.67 777 53.1 556 16.1 
LC2b 380 7.55 775 53.2 510 16.2 
LC3a 460 8.03 753 36.4 589 13.4 
LC3b 650 6.35 812 37.8 602 14.7 
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Table 8 
Comparison of computation times. 
Base IP method Bi-LC algorithm 
Avg Min Max Avg Min Max 
1 0.485 0.286 0.697 0.002 0.001 0.018 
2 0.442 0.323 0.861 0.003 0.001 0.016 
3 0.583 0.232 1.876 0.004 0.001 0.023 
4 0.598 0.262 1.375 0.004 0.001 0.029 
5 0.563 0.323 2.008 0.004 0.001 0.018 
Table 9 
Solution quality of the bidirectional label setting algorithm. 
Gap 0 0.01% 0.1% 0.5% 1% 5% 10% 
Number 2949 3050 3275 3489 3547 3831 3862 
Percent 75.9% 78.5% 84.3% 89.8% 91.3% 98.6% 99.4% 
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a  roblem at the root node. Specifically, after solving the restricted
aster problem at the root node, a large number of newly gen-
rated columns are obtained; insert these columns into the orig-
nal IP model (6) –(11) , and then solve this IP problem by an IP
olver directly. In other word, the branching procedure presented
n Section 5.3 is not needed. We carry out two experiments to ver-
fy whether a good integer solution can be obtained at the root
ode in this way. 
The first experiment is on case “MC2” with the same param-
ters in Section 7.2 , except that we set LP = 10 −9 . After 326 it-
rations, the column generation algorithm stops, with 1776 new
olumns generated. Inserting these columns into model (6) –(11) ,
e obtain an IP problem. We use Gurobi to solve this IP problem,
owever, this IP model is infeasible. 
The second experiment is on case “LC2a” with LP = 10 −9 . After
580 iterations, the column generation algorithm stops, with over
50 0 0 new columns generated. The IP solver cannot find a feasible
nteger solution for this IP problem in 24 h, even if the mainte-
ance capacity constraints are removed. 
The results of these two experiments indicate that it is not a
ood way to deal with the path-based model by solving an IP prob-
em at the root node. The main reason is that the coverage con-
traints (7) and (8) in the path-based model are too strict. 
.4.2. Effectiveness of the bidirectional label setting algorithm 
As pointed out in Section 5.2.2 , the bidirectional label setting
lgorithm ( Bi-LC algorithm ) does not ensure the optimality of the
olutions for pricing problem (13) , which correspond to two-day
rip sequences with periodicity restriction (i). In this section, we
nvestigate the gaps between the paths obtained by the Bi-LC al-
orithm and the corresponding optimal ones. To obtain an optimal
olution, we first construct an IP model for pricing problem (13) ,
nd then solve the model to optimality by Gurobi directly, which
s referred to as IP method . 
We focus on the pricing problems at the root node of case
LC2a”. Setting LP = 0 . 01% , the column-generation algorithm stops
fter 777 iterations at the root node, and we record the solutions
nd the computation times of the pricing problems in all iterations.
ince there are 5 major stations in the eastern network, we find 5
aths for pricing problem (13) in each iteration, which indicates
hat we have 3,885 samples in total to check the effectiveness of
he Bi-LC algorithm. 
First, we compare the computation times between the IP
ethod and the Bi-LC algorithm. Note that the number of nodes in
he trip sequence graph is 1600, and the number of arcs is 33611.
able 8 presents the computation times of the pricing problems at
he five train bases, when the IP method or the Bi-LC algorithm
s used. In the table, “Avg”, “Min” and “Max” represent the aver-
ge, minimum and maximum computation times, respectively. Ob-
iously, the Bi-LC algorithm uses much less time to find a solution.
or all the 3,885 samples, if the IP method is used, the average
omputation time of a pricing problem is 0.534s, while if the Bi-LC
lgorithm is used, the average time is 0.0034s, which is only 0.64%
f the former. Please cite this article as: Y. Gao, M. Schmidt and L. Yang et al., A bran
train units, Omega, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.omega.2019.102150 Next, we check the quality of the solutions obtained by the Bi-
C algorithm. Table 9 presents the statistics on the gaps between
he Bi-LC algorithm and the IP method. The second row lists the
umber of solutions whose gaps are less than the corresponding
alues in the row of “Gap”, and the third row lists corresponding
ercents in the 3,885 pricing problems. 
As shown in Table 9 , more than 75% solutions obtained by the
i-LC algorithm are optimal, nearly 90% solutions have a gap less
han 0.5%, and more than 99% solutions have a gap less than 10%.
his indicates that solutions obtained by the Bi-LC algorithm are of
ood quality. Considering the computation time discussed above,
he Bi-LC algorithm is good enough in both effectiveness and effi-
iency. 
. Conclusions and future research 
Trip sequence planning occupies an important place in the train
nits scheduling problem of the Chinese high-speed railway net-
ork. Taking into account maintenances, we develop two integer
rogramming models for the trip sequence planning problem, the
bjective of which is to minimize a weighted sum of train units
ost, maintenance cost and travel cost. To model the problem, we
ropose a concept of trip sequence graph, which conveniently ex-
resses the movement and coupling/splitting of train units in high-
peed railway network with maintenances. Then, two integer lin-
ar programming model, namely a path-based model and an arc-
ased model, are constructed, based on the trip sequence graph.
he arc-based model can be solved by commercial optimization
olvers directly, while a customized branch-and-price algorithm is
eveloped to solve the path-based model. A bidirectional label set-
ing algorithm is proposed to efficiently solve the pricing problems,
nd a rollback procedure is further used to speed up the branch-
nd-price algorithm. 
In order to test the efficiency and applicability, the two mod-
ls are applied to 8 cases of different sizes in the Chinese high-
peed railway network. In the medium-scale cases, the experimen-
al results show that the arc-based model can be solved to opti-
ality within acceptable computation time, when the maintenance
onstraints are not tight. However, the computation time of the
rc-based model increases drastically when the maintenance con-
traints become tight, while the branch-and-price algorithm per-
orms quite stable. In the large-cases, the arc-based model does not
ork, while the path-based model can be solved by the branch-
nd-price algorithm in acceptable time. Finally, some additional ex-
eriments are carried out to test the effectiveness of the bidirec-
ional label setting algorithm. 
In the future, we may extend the model in the following three
spects. First, in this paper we did not consider the types of trainch-and-price approach for trip sequence planning of high-speed 
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 units. Although in these days, the types of train units are deter-
mined before trip sequence plan, it is both of theoretical and prac-
tical significance to construct an integrated model to assign train
unit type and make trip sequence plan together. To integrate this
decision, it may be useful to extend the trip sequence graph, and to
consider more details on costs. Second, we may further extend the
integrated model by considering the assignment of individual train
units. In this integrated model, the state of each train unit and
maintenances of long terms should be considered, which makes
the model much larger. As a result, heuristics approaches may be
needed to solve the model. Third, the study of the robustness of a
trip sequence plan is also a challenging research topic. A trip se-
quence plan with higher robustness may remain feasible after a
disturbance, or even a disruption. It is meaningful to find a way to
measure the robustness of a trip sequence plan, and then propose
a robustness model with efficient solving method. 
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